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Insects! TEENy Math Fun! 
This pack is full of ONLY the math activities 

found in my INSECTS unit. They are hands-on, 
engaging, and go along with the common core 

standards in math and literacy. 
 
 

MATH ACTIVITIES:  
• All About Teen Numbers on a Caterpillar 

•  Students will show teens numbers by decomposing the 
number, show the numbers on ten frames, with base ten 
blocks, and how many tens and ones all on a caterpillars 
body. 

•  Ants on a Hill Teen Numbers Mat 

•  Students will show teen numbers with ants on a practice 
mats. 

•  Build a Teen Number on Ten Frames 

•  Students have ten bugs in a ten frame. They will 
determine how many more is needed to make the teen 
number. 

•  Favorite Insect Graph and Data 

•  After learning about different insects, it is time to 
choose your favorite! Your students will help create a 
class graph of their favorite insect and record the data. 

•  Find the Teen Number 

•  Students will find the teen number that matches the 
filled ten frames. 

•  How Many More Ants Marching Mini Reader 

•  2 different versions: 1. Count the ants and write the teen 
number to complete the sentence. 2. Read the sentence 
and glue the correct teen number of ants to go with the 
sentence. 
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�MATH ACTIVITIES continued: 

•  I Can See TEENy Insects Mini Reader 
•  A mini reader where students will count the bugs in the 

ten frames and write the teen number to complete the 

sentence.  

•  Painting Teen Numbers on Ten Frames 
•  Fill in ten frames with paint on a Q-tip to show teen 

numbers! 

•  Insect Teen Number on Ten Frames Mat 
•  Write the teen number and fill in the ten frames to show 

the number on an insect practice mat!   

• Match Teen Number to Blocks Game 
•  Move around the room and find your matching partner! 

Match the teen number card to the correct number of 

blocks! 

• Match Teen Number to Ten Frames Game 
•  Move around the room and find your matching partner! 

Match the teen number card to the correct number of 

dots filled in the ten frames! 

 

Each activity comes with step-by-step details and 

instructions on how to prep, complete, and teach the 

activity. There are pictures of each completed activity 

for you to see exactly how to use it. 
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You can also see this unit in action on my blog at: 
www.aspoonfuloflearning.blogspot.com  


